
 

 

 

Sonoma LUX – 800 Disassembly Instructions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 1: Remove the Wine-Mate cooling unit  

The Wine-Mate cooling unit is held on by two metal brackets that are bolted on to 

the top of the cabinet. Unplug the cooling system from the wall. Remove the two 

screws and carefully pull the Wine-Mate cooling unit towards out towards you(you 

will need assistance since these two brackets are the only thing holding the unit). 

Place the cooling unit on a flat surface in the same position as it is installed in the 

cabinet.  

 

 

Step 2: Remove the doors 

Remove all screws from the door hinges, and then remove the doors. The cabinet doors 

are heavy and will require more than one person to remove.  

 



Step 3: Remove the crown  

The crown is being held on by 12 to 16 screws that are located on the outer-top of the 

cabinet (top of crown). Remove all screws, and then remove the crown by lifting it 

straight up. 

 

  

Step 4: Remove the racks from inside of the cabinet 

Lay the cabinet down on a cushioned surface(doors facing up). The wooden racks are 

held on to the cabinet by screws that are located at the inter-back part of the cabinet. 

Find and remove all screws holding the racks in place and remove the racks. Keep the 

cabinet laid down for step 5. 

 



Step 5: Remove the base 

Remove the bolts located under the cabinet base that hold the base in place with the 

body of the cabinet.  

Step 6: Disassemble the cabinet walls 

Lay the cabinet down on a cushioned surface with the door openings facing 

down(opposite side from step 4). With the crown and base removed, notice the bolts 

along the sides in the back of the cabinet. Also notice the bolts long the sides of the 

bottom of the cabinet. These bolts hold the walls of the cabinet together. Remove these 

bolts to complete the disassembly.  

 

 

 

 


